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Introduction: Shock features found in chondrites are evidence for ancient impact events in the solar system. Shock 
effects for silicate minerals are summarized as progressive shock stages based on the results of uniaxial shock recovery 
experiments with metal flyers [e.g., 1]. The most important advantage of the flyer experiments is that the peak pressure 
can be calculated accurately with the measured flyer speed. The conventional method, however, is not suitable for 
data accumulation because we can obtain a shocked sample experienced only at a single peak pressure per one shot. 
In addition, reflected compressive waves from the wall of a metal container interact with a the specimen multiple 
times [e.g., 2]. This situation is quite different from natural impact events [3]. In this study, we employed another 
technique for shock recovery that a decaying compressive wave propagates into a specimen covered also with a metal 
container. The shocked sample experiences a variety of peak pressures depending on the initial location [e.g., 4]. The 
strength of the reflected wave is much smaller than the initial pulse in this method. The weak point of this technique 
is that we could not calculate the peak pressure distribution in the shocked sample analytically. Nevertheless, recent 
shock physics codes allow us to remove this uncertainty [4].  

Impact Experiments and shock physics modelling: We conducted a series of impact experiments with the two-
stage light gas gun placed at Planetary Exploration Research Center of Chiba Institute of Technology, Japan. Cylinders 
with a diameter of 30 mm and a height of 24 mm made of terrestrial rocks, including marble, basalt, granite, and 
dunite, were used as samples. A titanium container with a detachable front plate made of Ti or Al was used for shock 
recovery. A polycarbonate sphere (4.8 mmf) and a Ti sphere (2 mmf) were used as projectiles. Since the sizes of the 
projectiles are much smaller than that of target cylinders, decaying compressive waves propagate into the targets. The 
impact velocity was fixed around 7 km s-1. The peak pressure distributions in shocked samples were estimated with 
the iSALE shock physics code [5-7].  

Results: All the collected samples were processed into polished thin sections to observe the shocked textures 
depending on the distance from the epicenter. The thin sections were analyzed with a optical microscope, a scanning 
electron microscope, an electron probe microanalyzer, a micro X-ray diffractometer, and a micro computed tomogra-
phy devise. We characterized decaying compressive pulses produced in our experiment with the iSALE. The maxi-
mum peak pressure at the epicenter is ~20 GPa at this stage of the research development. The maximum peak pressure 
does not strongly depend on the selection of target materials because the shock impedances of rocky media are not 
very different from each other. The peak pressures at the rear surfaces of the targets are estimated to be 0.1–1 GPa. 
Thus, we could collect the shocked sample experienced a range of shock pressures ranged from ~20 GPa to ~1 GPa 
only at a single shot. The strain rate during compression under the experimental condition is ~105 s-1, which is several 
orders of magnitude higher than that during typical natural impacts. We could find a variety of shock features in the 
recovered samples: undulatory extinction in calcite grains (marble) [8], the co-existence between shock melt veins 
and undulatory extinction in silicates (basalt) [9], and planar deformation features and feather features in quartz grains 
(granite). The threshold pressures required for producing such the shock features in the recovered samples are quan-
tified by comparing the iSALE results.  

Discussion & Conclusions: We have conducted shock recovery experiments with decaying compressive pulses. 
Our method is highly suitable for data accumulation because shocked macro samples (~3 cm) with a variety of peak 
pressures and temperatures could be collected only at a single shot. The method would serve as a powerful tool for 
investigating the producing conditions pertaining to a variety of petrographic shock feaures.  
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